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RESOURCE BOOKING

Visit book.ms
Sign in and select Get it now

Select Add a new booking                                                        
             

calendar
Name the calendar and                                                        

                  

select business type

Add staff, resources, rooms that you want to be able to

be booked. 
Customise the booking page. This is the page that others

will see to book appointments.

To create booking calendars:

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

MULTI-SEAT EVENTS

A Quick guide to

You can allow multiple participants to book one meeting or

event for the same time, either in person or digital

events/meetings.

In order to create a multi-seat event, the Maximum

number of attendees option must be edited upon creation

of the event.

CREATE BOOKING CALENDAR

INTEGRATIONS

Microsoft
Bookings

Created by @miss_aird

Microsoft Bookings is an appointment scheduling app that is part of the Microsoft 365 suite
of tools. Microsoft Bookings makes scheduling and managing appointments simple with a

web-based booking pages that integrate with Outlook to optimize your calendar which can
allow you to create a booking page where colleagues, pupils, parents and more can

schedule appointments. 

Make your Microsoft Bookings meetings virtual withMicrosoft Teams. Every appointment booked as an onlinemeeting creates a meeting link that everyone can joinvirtually from anywhere. Bookings is also available as anapp within Teams to help you create calendars, assignstaff, schedule new appointments, and meet without everleaving Teams.

Microsoft Bookings integrates with other Microsoft applications including Microsoft Outlook Calendar, Microsoft Teams, and more. 

Bookings allows users the ability to not only tobook staff members, but you can also bookresources such as equipment or rooms. 
To enable this feature, configure your preciousresources, such as lab equipment, meetingrooms, and super computers as mailboxes onExchange Online and add them to your Bookingpage as a regular staff member. 

ACCELERATE LEARNING WITH THE RIGHT TOOLS;
FIND ADDITIONAL QUICK GUIDES TO GET STARTED

https://book.ms/
https://twitter.com/miss_aird
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/education/learning-tools/learning-accelerators
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/education/school-leaders/resource-center?ocid=FY24EduNL_ema_edu_rm_082023&type=Quick+Start+Guide

